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SCOPE AND CONTENTS: 

The deposition techniques for evaporated conducting, semi-

conducting, and insulating thin films were investigated. Thin-film 

resistors, diodes, and trans.istors were constructed on insulating 

substrates. The electrical evaluation of these devices was carried out 

with emphasis on circuit performance for the possible incorporation of 

such units into thin-film integrated circuits. Difficulties encountered 

in the fabrication and evaluation of thin-film components have been 

discussed with speci~l note to the operation of thin-film transistors. 
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ABSTRACT -------

The deposition parameters of thin vacuum-evaporated films were 

studied in the development of thin-film devices. These devices, 

including resistors, diodes and transistors, were constructed by the use 

of vacuum deposition techniques and metal masks for pattern generation~ 

Stable thin-film resistors were fabricated using nichrome as the 

resistance material. The variation of resistance value with both tempera-

ture and.time was investigated. 

A metal-cadmium sulphide-metal structure was employed as a thin-

film diode, the electrodes being of aluminium or gold. The electrical 

evaluation of such a device demonstrated the importance of the 

deposition of the semiconductor on the rectifying properties. Forward 

5 . 
to reverse resislance ratios of 10 were observed for experimental units. 

The staggered-electrode structure was incorporated in the pro-

duction of thin-film transistors. Cadmium sulphide was used as the 

semiconducting material while silicon monoxide and aluminium were used 

as the insulator and electrodes rcspectivety. Operating devices 

exhibiting good saturation characteristics has transconductances of 450~ 

mhos. Simple circuits were constructed to demonstrate the performance 

of thin-film transistors. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION: 

CIJJ\PTEP I 

INTRODUCTION 

A thin film circuit is an electronic circuit whose functional 

clements and interconnections consist of thin solid films. From the 

earliest days of printed circuits, attempts have been made to print the 

components as well as conductors. The motivation was, and still is, to 

reduce the number of electrical connections which have to be made in 

constructing a given electronic circuit. This is desirable because 

assembled joints are relatively expensive to make, and are a potential 

source of failure. 

Thin films can be deposited on a flat insulating sheet, known as 

a substrate, in many varied ways. The commonest method is that of vacuum 

evaporation where a heated source material is evaporated in a high-vacuum 

chamber with subsequent condensation of the vapour atoms on the substrate. 

This is the method used throughout the experiments described in this 

thesis. Other methods are; cathode sputtering, surface reaction and 

catalysis, electrodeposition, anodisation, chemical vapour·deposition, 

and silk screening. 

Several techniques are available to determine the pattern of the 

film deposited on the substrate. Pattern generation may be additive or 

subtractive. That is to say the shape of a film structure may be dcfincJ 

by limiting the area on which film material is deposited or alternatively, 
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the entire side of the substrate may first be coated prior to selective

pattern ctcl:ing. In the principal additive method, a foil m<:!sk 1s 

inserted between the evaporation source and the substrate. The mask 

itself is usually in the form of a flat metal sheet which contains 

il[1Crtures corresponding in shape to trHO! desired film patterns. In the 

principal subtractive method on the other hand, selective etching is 

usually attained by the usc of photo-resist techniques. 
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Thin film circuits Hhich incorpon;tc only resistors and capacitors 

arc already commercially available. In addition, active thin film devices 

have been successfully fabricated in small quantities :in many labora

tories, but problems with stability and reproducibility have delayed the 

commercial production of these devices. 

At present, all integrated circuits contain some type of silicon 

or germanium active device. In the complete monolithic circuit all com

ponents, including resistors and capacitors, arc produced by the applica

tion of diffusion techniques. The extremely poor tolerance of the 

passive elements in such units, however, largely restricts their applica

tion to that of the digital field. Hybrid circuits, containing thin-film 

passive clements and silicon active clements, cover the field of linear 

circuits. ~ot until the device problems associated with the thin-film 

transistor arc solved, however, will complete thin-film integrated 

circuits become available. 

This thesis is concerned Hith a study of the fabrication and 

circuit behaviour of certain specific active and passive thin-film com

ponents, as may be applied to integrated circuitry. Such component 

structures as were examined arc detailed below. 



1.2 SCOPE OF TillS TIIESIS: 

(a) Thin-Film Resistors: 

In this thesis, we are interested in developing techniques for 

the vacuum deposition of thin-film circuit components. In the case of 

resistors, nichrome was chosen as the resistance material because of its 

relatively high resistivity and ease of evaporation. Measurements made 

on the stability of these .resistors over a period of ten months showed 

that there was no drift of resistance value with time. In addition, the 

temperature coefficient of resistance measured for various resistors was 

found to be 0.012% per 0c. 
(b) Thin-Film Diodes: 

A study of the fabrication and characteristics of thin-film diodes 

was carried out to produce devices capable of useful circuit functions. 

Such fabrications were in the form of metal-semiconductor-metal sandwiches. 

Cadmium sulphide (CdS) was chosen as the semiconducting material 

for the following reasons. It can be evaporated by resistance-heating of 

the bulk material, but care must be taken to preserve the stoichiometry 

of the resultant evaporated film which may otherwise be sulphur deficient. 

Again, since only n-type conductivity is observed in CdS, problems associated 

with minority-carrier lifetimes should not arise. Although such evaporated 

films are not of extremely high purity the presence of a high defect 

density reduces the carrier concentration so that high-resistivity films 

may be obtained. Finally, and in connection with space-charge currents, 

it may be stated that in order to support space-charge limited currents, 

a material should, in general, have high resistivity, permittivity, and 

mobility1 • Afthough CdS evaporated films exhibit a low .carrier mobility, 



measurements on such films indicate that space-charge conduction 

characteristics may still be realized. In certain instances, the appli

cation of such charact~ristics may be of importance in circuit design. 

(c) Thin-Film Transistors: 

.A complete evaporation-masking system was developed in studies 
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as applied to the fabrication techniques for, and the electrical 

characteristics of, thin-film transistors. The basic transistor structure 

employed was a modification of that used originally by Weimer2. 

Cadmium sulphide was again employed as the semiconducting 

material; while silicon monoxide and aluminium were employed in the fabri

cation of the insulator and electrodes, respectively. 

Thin-film transistors were incorporated into a simple amplifier 

to study the device under working conditions and to see if possible 

integrated circuits are feasible using the TFT •. A voltage gain of 4 was 

observed when a transistor with a transconductance of 400 ~ mhos was 

employed as the amplifying device. · 

The field effect model developed by Borkan and Weimer3 was used 

~ to analyse the theoretical behaviour of the experimental thin-film . 

. transistors. 
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TliEORY 

2.1 SINGLE CRYSTAL CdS DIODES: 

Extensive work ,bas been carried out by other investigators on 

studies of cadmium-sulphide diodes employing single-crystal semiconductor 

material 1 • 4 • 5 • High resistivity single-crystal specimens of CdS can be 

grown from electronic grade powder. Electron injecting contacts to the 

crystal may typically be made by the application of an evaporated 

indium layer, while a blocking contact may also be provided by the 

application of an evaporated film such as gold. A postulated energy 

level scheme for such a fabrication is as shown in Figure 2-1, below. 

ENERGY 

GOLD 
CADtcHUM SULPIJID E 

E v 

INDIUM 

FIGURE 2-1: ENERGY BAND DIAGRM1 FOR Sil\GLE CRYSTAL 
Au -CdS- In DIODE 
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where lfJ ::; electron affinity of semiconductor 

0s - work function or: "· semiconductor 

flml = worl: function of gold 

0m2 work ft:nction of indium 

A. = thickness of depletion layer 

0 ::; )1ml 1J; 

VD :: 0ml fJS 

The principle of diode rectification by a potential harrier at a 

contact can be readily understood by reference to the barrier profile 

shown in Figure 2-l. In the absence of an external voltage, tr.e electrons 

in the metals arc in dynamic equilibrium with those in the semiconductor. 

The probability of an electron crossing the rectifying barrier depends 

on the number of electrons which have energies in excess of 0, where 

0 = 0ml - 1J;, and are movini in the correct direction. Under this equili

brium condition, the net current is zero. If the n-type semiconductor 

is now given a positive potential with respect to the metal, the proha-

bility of an electron transition from the metal is still governed by 

exp (-0/kT) and is therefore unchanged. On the other hand, the probability 

of an electron transition into the metal from the semiconductor is 

diminished by an amount in proportion to the ~hange in the Boltzmann 

parameter exp [-q (V 
0 

+ V) /kT J . The equilibrium thus destroyed results 

in a small net current flow between metal and semiconductor. On the 

other hand, if the semiconductor is made negative with respect to the 

metal, the probability of an electron transfer from the conduction band 

of the semiconductor into the metal is greatly increased. Since the rate 
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at whicl1 electrons cross the barrier in the opposite direction again 

remains unclwngeJ, the result of this imbalance is evidenced in the form 

of a large forward net-current flow. 

r:or a development of the simple isothermal diode characteristic 

the reader is referred to the analysis of llcnisch 0, which yields the 

following expression for net-current flow, namely, 

9~ 
J J ( 

KT 
1) = e 

0 
..... (2-1) 

q0 -
* k2T2 -kT 

4;r m q e n 
J = 

0 h3 
.... (2-2) 

where, 
J = current density 

.] = reverse saturation current 
0 

k = Boltzmann constant 

T = temperature 

* m = effective mass of electron n 

h = Plane};.' s constant 

q = electronic charge 

The existence of a predicted Schottky type barrier4 may be 

inferred from capacitance-voltage measurements on the above devices and 

also from current-voltage measurements. It is to be noted, however, that 

the exponential I-V relationship as given in Equation (2-l) above is 

derived from considerations of the thermal diffusion of electrons over 

the rectifying barri~r under the influence of small applied potentials. 

Por larger applied voltages, however, the controlling effect of the 



Schottky type barrier will be replaced by one of space-charge limitations 

which results in the dominance of a square law characteristic of the 

where 

J = 

7 
9 lJ c e v-

sJ3 

lJ = carrier mobility 

d = thickness of crystal 

E = permittivity of crystal 

V = applied voltage 

.... ( 2-3) 

8 = ratio of free to trapped charge in the 
crystal 

This square law dependence is characteristic of semiconductor crystals 
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such as CdS in which defects are absent or inactive. In CdS this situa-

tion may be achieved by compensation of deep-lying trap levels with shal-

low donor levels 4 . 

When a small reverse bias is applied to the diode fabrication, 

the Schottky barrier extends deeper into the crystal, accompanied by an 

increase of the electric field in the barrier region. At higher reverse 

voltages the image forces produce sufficient lowering of the barrier for 

significant emission of electrons into the crystal to occur6. For this 

reason the reverse current docs not saturate at a given value but rather 

keeps slowly increasing with bias until breakdown ensues. The associated 

reduction in barrier height is given by4 

t:.f/J = [ qEc l'> 
4rrs j .... (2-4) 

!2 

and E = [ 2q NJ (V + Vo)-j 
c s J 

.... (2-5) 



where E = contact field 
c 

l\d = num1Jcr of donor atoms 

Thus, for the condition V » kT/q in the reverse-bias situation, the 

expression for current density becomcs 6 , 

= 4rr m 
n 

* 

h3 

2 2 -~ (0-!!.0) 
q k T e .... (2-6) 

which may be reduced, by substitution of (2-2) and 2-4), to the form, 

r 3N Vo)l 
!;; 

J J g_ 

I 
q i I,~ (V + .... (2-7) = cxp 

0 kT 2 3 I .... 8n E: 
.J 

A relationship for the magnitude of the incremental capacitance 

of a uniformly ~doped semicorductor diode of the above type may be found 

in the expression4 

1 !z 
c A 

q E: N1 I .... (2-8) = (. 

. 2 (V + V DJ.J 

where c = capacitance 

A = junction area 

v = reverse applied voltage 

The application of this relationship in the form of a l/C 2 - V plot thus 

permits an evaluation of the magnitude of the parameters Nd and v0 . 

Further, an expression-for the thickness of the depletion layer can also 

be obtained form the solution of Laplace 1 s equation for a metal-semi-

conductor contact4 , namely, 
r 2 ., 

A = L .... (2-9) 

~) 
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2. 2 lliSTOfUCJ\L l<EVIF\Ii. OF Tlli!\-Filf1 DIODES: 

The results of a number of studies of thin-film diode structures, 

cn~loying CJS, have been reported in the literature by various invcsti-

gatorse,9,lO,ll,12. In all such cases reported a metal-semiconductor-

metal sandwich was used, in which thickness of the CJS scmiconc:uctor v1as 

in the range 1 - 3U ~· A blocking contact was established by the use of 

metals, such as gold or tellurium, which have higher work functions than 

CdS. lienee, a Schottky barrier could be for~ed even in the absence of 

surfact states. An ohmic or electron injecting contact was provided by 

evaporating a lmv work-function rr.etal such as indium or aluminium as the 

second electrode. 

Zuleeg~·has shown that the equations relating to single-crystal 

CdS diode behaviour may also be applied to thin-film diodes, thus demon-

strating that a Schottky barrier may indeed exist in such a thin-film 

structure. Pulse-response measurements s:ow a square-law dependence of 

current on voltage for large forward-bias voltages, when the diode current 

becomes space-charge-limited rather than diffusion limited. Measurements 

of electron mobility in CdS films 11 indicate a much lower mobility than 

that observed in single crystal material. The electron ~ability of a CdS 

2 film ranges from 1 - 30 em /V- sec., dependjng on the preparation of 

the film, in contrast to a bulk electron mobility value of 200 cm
2;v - sec. 

This is to be expected of course, since boundary scattering and defects 

will reduce the electron mobility in thin films of a polycrystalline 

material. 

2.3 OPERATION OF Tl!HLFIU1 CdS DIODES: 

Because of the difficulty in preparing consistent thin films of CdS 

the rectifying properties of ..... . 
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a thin film diode structure may be due to inhomogeneities in the seni-

conducting film, rather than the work function of the electrodes used. 

At a scmiconductor-v~cuum interface with a semiconductor contain-

ing no surface states, the energy bands of the semiconductor at thermal 

equilibrium would continue at constant energy levels right up to the 

surface. !!0\veVCY, if acccntor-like surface states arc introduced at an .. 
energy level below the 'rermi level of an n-typc semiconductor as shown. 

in Figure 2-2(a), they will not be in equilibrium with the energy ban~s 

as long as they remain unoccupied. Since the states below the Ferni level 

cannot remain totally empty, some of the electrons from the conduction 

band will fall into them. The surface becomes negatively-charged w1"1ile a 

positive space-charge layer forms beneath, causing the energy bands at 

the surface to bend upwards with respect to the Fermi level as shown in 

Figure 2-2(b). The amount of band bending is determined by the require-

ment that overall charge neutrality prevails. The larger the surface-state 

density, the higher will be the bending of the energy bands at the 

surface. 

If a metal-semiconductor contact is made with such a semiconductor 

surface, the energy bands at the surface of the semiconductor will be 

bent before any contact is made. When thermal equilibrium is established 

and tl1e two Fermi levels coincide, the energy bands of the semiconductor 

will bend only slightly, depending on the \•Wrk function of the metal. 

The height of the potential barrier will be determined by the normal space-

charge of the free semiconductor and by the work function of the metall3. 

This means that a gold electrode with a larger work function than CdS 

would create a higher barrier in the presence of surface states than it 
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FIG 2-3 OHMIC CONTACT TO N- TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR 
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\voulJ \lithout. Aluminiu~, havinv a work function lower than cadniun ,, 

sulphide, is normo.lly fou:1d to produce an ohmic contact. i!m;cvcr, if 

surface states arc present in the CdS film a rectifying harrier already 

exists ant! the effect of an aluminium electrode would llc to lower the 

barrier height slightly. Thus we sec that the work function of the 

metal electrode is not the only criterion for the formation of a Schottky 

barrier. 

One method of obtaining an ohmic contact to an n-typc scr~i-

conductor is to use a metal with a lower work function than that of the 

n-type semiconductor in question. A contact of this kind causes the 

lower edge of the conduction band at the surface of the semiconductor to 

approach the Fermi level of the metal as shown in Figure 2-3(a). Carriers 

move into the semiconductor by thermal injection. Some workcrs 5 have 

explained the injection mechanism by assuming the surface to be of a highly 

doped n-type nature as exemplified in Figure 2-3(h). In this example the 

electrode has a work function larger than that of the semiconductor. 

Charge is transferred from the heavily doped n-type semiconductor to the 

metal until the Fermi levels are coincident. A narrow potential spike 

less than 100 R wide is produced at the surface of the semiconductor. 

Electrons enter the semiconductor by a combination of thermal injection 

and quantum mechanical tunneling. 

To date, cadmium sulphide has always been found to be n-type. 

Dominant conductivity by holes has never been observed even when the 

material has been intentionally doped with acceptor atoms such as silver 

or copper 14 . It has been suggestcdl 4 that no hole conduction takes place 

because of a high acceptor-ionization energy as would be associated with 
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a large hole effective mass. l:vaporatcd CdS films arc naturally n-typc 

as excess cad1~1ium will be produced during Jcposition,. CdS tcr:.cls to (.L.s

sociatc at the temperatures required for evaporation. The difference in 

vapour pressures of tho tonstitucnts may also cause the initially dopositcd 

film to contain an excess of sulphur resulting in a high resistivity film. 

At the end of the evaporation the resistivity of the film will decrease 

as the deposition becocies rich in cadmium. A Jiode fabricated from a 

film dcpositeJ in this way will not be as sensitive to the work function 

of the metal electrodes as would a single crystal diode. 

2. 4 HI STORIC/\L REV IE\\' OF TlliN-FIL:,l TRANSISTOr.S: 

Oscar llei1 15 , in 1935, proposed the first solid-state amplifier 

based on the use of a space-charge region. This device has since become 

known as a field-effect transistor. Thin single crystals of cadmium 

sulphide were used by Ruppel and Smith 15 to construct an "analogue triode". 

The first really successful device using thin films was built by l'!eimer2 

in 1961. The practical advantage of Weifuer's device was that it could be 

constructed from polycrystalline thin films that were all vacuum 

evaporated. Other \vorkers, !l<:Jcring 17 1963 and Zulceg 9 1963, have also 

successfully fabricated thin-film transistors using cadmium sulphide. 

Cadmium sclcnide has also been used for thin-film transistors by 

Shallc:::ossl 8 1963, and De Graaff 19 1966, while tellurium transistors have 

been reported by Weimer et al20. 

In these fabrications the source-drain gap dimension is usually 

in the order of 10 microns, while the width of the channel is in the 

order of 2 mm. The semiconductor may be as thick as one micron, while 

the insulator ranges in thickness from 200 - 2000 ~. Successful devices have 



FIG 2-4 

<A) 

.. . -. 

(8) 

STAGGERED- ELECTRODE STRUCTURE 

(C) (D) 

COPLANAR-ELECTRODE STRUCTURE 

ELECTRODE STRUCTURES FOR THIN -FILM 

TRANSISTORS 
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bcc:1 made using any one of the electrode configurations as illustrated 

in F:igurc The structure chosen J~penJs grcatl/ on the cnsc by which 

ohmic contact can be m~1Jc to tl1c source-drain regions for the partictAlar 

m.J.tc:rials used. 

? .-
~.::> OPUU\TIOt.: OF Tilli'<-FIU.1 TfzM:STSTO!~S: 

Thin-film transistors can be fabricated to operate in either the 

depletion or enhancement mode, depending on the initial conditions of the 

channel used. If a high conductance n-type channel is formed when the 

gate voltage VG = 0, then a negative gate voltage will decrease the con-

cluctance of the channel. This is ter~cd a depletion-type device. On the 

other hand an enhancement type unit exhibits a low-conductance channel 

when VG = 0 and in this case a positive gate voltage effects an increase 

in channel conductance. Characteristic curves for these devices arc as 

illustrated in Figure 2-5 below. 

t v = 0 G 

I 
,VG i. Increasing 

!Decreasing I 
ID ! I VG 

IC- ID 

VG - 0 

VSD VSD 

(a) Depletion Type (b) Enhancement Type 

FIGURE 2-5: TFF MODES OF OPERATION 

VSD = source-drain voltage 

ID = drain current 

VG = gate voltage. 
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Let us now consider a model which may be applied to a description 

of an enhancement mode transistor, (with minor rno<.lifications the results 

may be applied to the description of a depletion mode device). A simple 

n:athcmatic;ll model to describe the operation of tllc thin-film transistor 

has been developed rJy Barkan ar:d \Vcirncr3. Their development i~; based on 

the assumptions that (a) the carrier mobility is invariant with Eatc 

voltage, (b) there arc no surface states or traps, (c) the sc~iconductQr 

cl1anncl is thin compared to the insulator thickness and (d) only majority 

cq.rriers arc considered. We shall further simplify the Jcvclopment of 

the above authors by introducing an additional assumption that t}--,e initial 

conductivity of the channel is zero. 

Let us now consider a thin-film transistor, as illustrated in 

Figure 2-6 below, operating in the enhancement mode. 

FIGURE 2-6: REPRESENTATION OF THI~-FILM TRA~SISTOR 

At this point it is convenient to introduce the notation, as 

listed below, that will be used in the development of an expression for 

the characteristic curves of such a device. 

w = width of channel 
L = lcn(rth of channel 

'" t = insulator thickness 
0 

t. = thickness of induced channel 
l 

VG = gate voltage 



v(' 
,) 

V,, 
lJ 

sl 

[I 
E 

ID 
:; 
fl 

:::: 

:::: 

= 

= 

= 
= 

= 
= 

source voltage (taken as zero) 

drai;1 val tage 

pcrmi ttivity of insttlator 

electric field in insulator 

electric field along the channel 
drain current 

charge density in tho channel 
carrier drift mobility 

Under the application of some finite applied gate voltage the · 

current in the channel is given by the expression 

J = q Jl NE .... (2-10) 
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Further, consider that the potential of the se~iconductor at an arbitrary 

. + po1.n ... x, as measured from the source electrod~, will be given by V(x). 

If the charge per unit area induced into the channel by the voltage 

applied to the gate electrode is 

r V (x) - vc l I ' I Q = t:IEI = c:rl I = q Nt. 
t 1. 

0 J !.-

.... (2-11) 

then the charge density in the channel is given by 

N 
sl 

= 
q t.t 

1. 0 

.... (2-12) 

on rearrangement of equation (2-ll) . A further substitution of (2-12) 

into (2-10) then yields the following expression for current density, 

namely, 

J :::: 
dV 
dx 

If we now integrate the above expression as follows, 

.... (2-13) 



L ,vn r ].1 c, 
I Jclx I .L r V (x) I clV = LV G -
J ) t.t ..J 

l 0 0 
0 

>vc obtain the followin.r; simplified relationship for .J 

J = 
)l CI 
t.t L 

l 0 

.... (2-14) 

.... (2-15) 

Since the drain current 10 is related to current density J by the 

expression 

then 

2 L t 
0 

.... (2-16) 

( I , 7' •••• ~-.L ) 

It is to be noted that equation (2-17) is valid only up to the point 
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where v0 = VG. In this respect, and as indicated in equation (2-ll), the 

charge Q induced at the drain bcco~es zero in this limit. Thereafter, the 

drain current is ideally independent of drain voltage. Above this limit, 

termed the "pinch-off", equation (2-17) simplifies to the relationship 

J.l si \II VG2 

2 L t 
0 

.... (2-18) 

Representative characteristics as derived from (2-17) and (2-18) are 

as illustrated in Figure 2-7 below. 
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PI:\Cll-OFF 

FIGURE 2-7: TliEORETICAL CHARACTERISTIC CUT~VES OF THE TFT 

The transconductance, g,, for such a device operating beyond 
Ju. 

pinch-off can be obtained from equation (2-18) as follows: 

.... (2-10) 

Because of the square- lawdcpendcnce of drain current on gate voltage, 

the transconductance is proportional to the square root of drain current. 

If initial carriers arc present in the channel then equation 

(2-17) can be modified to: 

r :c· 
~ SI 

,,, 
- ~ll j 1\ 

I 

ID = LCVG - v ) VD L t 0 
0 

.... (2-20) 

where t N a 
vo 

0 0. 
= 

E L llf •••• (2-21) 

and X = total number of initial charges in the semiconductor. Equation 
0 

(2-20) is the resultant expression obtained in Weimer's development. 

This equation is valid for drain voltages below pinch-off levels, 



v1) ,,.,:,: - v" 
t\o.\ .I.. ... I. \.l 

v 
0 

.... (2-22) 

where v
1
) 1.~,,: 1 : "' drain voltage at the knee of the curve. For a depletion 

hj'.:L .... 

type transistor V is negative. 
0 
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3 .l VACU~Jt.l-C:OATii<G U:<IT: 

All experimental devices investigated in this thesis were 

constructed in an Ech-:arC.s High \'actmn' 19E2-type coating unit. Tr:c 

standard unit is equipped with a 19-inch stainless-steel bell jar incor-

porating two glass viewing ports. The bell jar is water-cooled at the 

welded joints to prevent expansion during hake-out procedures. 

The pumpin;:; system consists of a 9-inch oil diffusion pump, backed 

by a 450 litres/min. single-stage rotary pump. An ultimate pressure of 

-7 3 x 10 torr may be attained after approximately six hours pumping, 

whilc·a working pressure of 1 ·o- 6 ~ b x 1. LO~r may e attained in one 1:our. 

Power for resistance hcatin2, of filaments is provided by a lov:-

tension transformer, capable of supplying 400 amp. at lOV or 200 amp. at 

20V, depending on the transformer taps used. PoHcr regulation is obtained 

by usc of an auto-transformer feeding the loH-tension transformer. The 

same auto-transformer is also used in regulating a high-tension supply 

and the radLmt heater. 

1\ high-tension supply with a: 5 KV open circuit voltage 1s 

available for substrate cleaning by gloH discharge techniques. rurthcr, 

a radiant heater, located in the top of the bell jar, can be used to 

bake the system to a temperature of 400° C. 

22 
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.) . - ~:icnnc:rncuJT JIG t\SSF.\1ELY: 

The co;lti:1g unit conta_lns a microcircuit jig as:;cmbJy in the 

bell jar, for complete ~cposition of devices during one pump down cycle. 

The j :ig assembly is supported 1Jy a tripod stand, with a l/4 inch st: .. d r,1css-

steel top plate providinE a:1au.::lur for a mechanism contzdning two rotating 

plates. The lower rotating plate in this assembly will carry six rasks, 

(each 2 inch by 2 inch in size), \•ihich can be raised into close contact 

with the substrate assembly during evaporation. The upper plate is a 

circula:::- substrate r.tagazine incorporating six substrate positions 1·:hich 

can rotate about a central axis. During a mask change the r.task 

carriage drops approximately 3/4 inch, is then rotated OIIC sixth of a 

revolution and finally moves up to contact the substrate. ,,fter rotating 

six masks, an interlinked ~echanism moves a new substrate on the magazjne 

carrier into position. The masks and substrc::c.::s arc locked into 

position by means of a Geneva mechanism giving a position accuracy of 

+ 0.001 inch. 

The top support plate of the jig has three ports: one for load-

ing the substrates and the other two for substrate heaters. The first, 

a pre-heater, is capable of raising the substrate temperature to 150°C 

while the main heater is capable of effecting a substrate temperature up 

to 300°C. Thermocouples arc located in the main heater and pre-heater 

assemblies, to monitor substrate temperatures. A third thermocouple is, 

in addition, located close to, but is not in physical contact with, tl1e 

microcircuit assembly. 

Provisions are also made for monitoring the resistance of a 

film during deposition. To achieve this, an external resistance measurin~ 
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CV<1por<1tjon cycle. Connections to this filn: arc maJe throu;:h ;,:ctal 

contacts located on three of the six Flask holders. 

1\ hie;i1 frequency qu:•rtz crystal used ir: a fi 1m-thickness r:;onitor -

as will he dcscrillcd in Section 3.3 - is mounted on the top of the ji~, 

close to the substrate coating position an~ normal to the vapour stream. 

The crystal is shielded from radiant heat in the unit with the aid of a 

series of three lJafflcs, so that temperature chan~cs in the system do not 

a ffcct the crystal frequency apprcd ably. 

11tc required film is evaporated from one of six vanour sources 

on an indexed turret head located under the mask. A mechanical shutter 

is mounted over the turret so that a source may he heated up a~d outgasscd 

without contaminating the substrate with undesirable depositions. 

3.3 FIU·'!-Tl!ICKi'\ESS ~10.':ITOR: 

Measurements of film thickness were carried out with the ajd of 

a quartz-crystal oscillator. ror such measurements, and at the same 

time that a film is deposited on a substrate, a film is also deposited 

on the ouartz crvstal as described above. The resultant increase in 
i " •. 

mass of the crystal causes its.na~ural oscillating frequency to decrease. 

This frequency change is linear with mass change if the variation of mass 

is small. 

The oscillator circuit was mounted just under the baseplate of 

the coating unit in order to reduce lead capacitance. Such mounting 

allows for the shortest lead length without the complication of intra-

ducing the circuitry into the vacuum system. The oscillator circuit 

used is as shown in Figure 3-l. The output signal from the oscillator 
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(iicwlctt Packard type 3734/\). Pm·:cr for the oscillator v:as ~:up;;Lcd Ly 

The quartz crystal frequency was calibrated by deposition of 

five lead films of differing thickness. Glass slides, as will be 

2cscribcd in Section 3.4, were used as substrates. The nass of the 

filr.~s v;as dctcn~incd hy \·Jci~;hing the glass slide befoTc and after 

dcnosition. The films were assuncd to he thick enough so th~t the 

Jcnsity of the filr:1 v;as the s&n:c as that of the bulk material. In t1:is 

way the thickness of a film could he determined for a given area. .. . . ~. 

plot of film thickness versus frequency change, from such mass measure-

mcnts, is as shown in Figure 3-2. From the slope of this curve it was 

2(; 

possible to determine an empirical relationship between frequency change 

and thickness for any hulk density, namely: 

t = 3.9 f 
p 

.... (3-l) 

where t = 
r: .• 
.1l..!.m thickness in R 

r: = frequency ch~ngc j_ 

p = density g/cm 
c/s 

This system was sensitive enough to detect a fre~1cncy change 

of 0.1 c/s/s. For a material such as aluminium, this would correspond 

to a deposition rate of 0.14 R;scc. 

The maximum total frequency change for an initially 6 !:\c/s cTystal 

is 200 Kc/s according to the manufacturer's specifications. Above this 

range the frequency change is no longer linear with the mass change and 

a new crystal is . l requlrea. 
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St:bstr.atcs used in ;'1ll cxperin:ents \·Jere covcr-s:L:ss sl)Jc::;, of 

cliucnsions S em hy 5 em 1>y 1 mm thick. In order to m~1ir!t;1in p,ood thcrr;,,al 

contc:ct with the substrate heaters, the g 1 ass slides v:cre clar.:pccl to 

2 inch by 2 inch by l/ 4 inch aluninium si1accrs that v1erc SJ!ring loaded 

in t~e substrate magazine to prevent movement. This method assured that 

the substrates did not move as the different masks were brought into 

contact. 

Care was taken to cnsu~e that the substrates were absolutely 

clean before films were deposited on them. Batches of glass sli~es were 

first outgasscd by heating to 200°C in a vacuum of approximately 1 torr 

for l - 2 hrs., and then pumping was continued at room tenpcraturc for 

24 hrs. As individual substrates were rcquired,hoth surfaces were 

washed and rinsed several times with a commercial cleaner. To check 

whether or not the substrate was grease-free, it was held in a pa1r of 

forceps and distilled wat~r sprayed on it. The water covered the 

substrate in a continuous filn if no grease were present. Grease on the 

substrate would, however, cause spots to appear on the water film. The 

slide was then rinsed in r.1cthyl 31cohol, clampecl to on aluminium spacer, 

and allowed to dry. Tlte substrate ancl spacer were then inserted into 

the magazine carriage, taking care not to touch the substrate. A final 

cleaning 1._ras done in the vacuum system by a glow discharge over the 

surface of the substrate, to remove any foreign matter left by the 

alcol:ol. 

3 . 5 ~'~/\S K PREP .:\R/\ 1--I 0~: 

The vacuum deposition of thin-film devices requires the film to be 
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'-!c~1ircd filrn p~1ttcrn or patterns. Sclf-supportin2. masks, tcrmcC l'cjut 

of cc~1tact'' masks, arc n1~1(!c froni mct~Jl foil~;. Such ;;;a~;ks aTe: nrcssc.!d 

cl.oscly a.:'.ainst the: substrate during deposition. Jt is to l1c notc<.'c, 

no\"'cvcr, thJ.t sucl1 contacts arc never perfect and so:11c o_;-nount of pa::te:rn 

srne~ring must therefore always prevail. 

r·1asks enploycd in tl:is thesis were constructed froro: e:: thcr 0. GCS 

inch stainless-steel or brass foils. Brass was usc~ in tl;c later stares 

of experimentation when soft soldering of component parts became ncces-

sary in certain fabrications. An illustrative mask blank as was employed 

is as shown in figure 3. 3. The masks were aligned in the ;,1ask holder by 

two 1/8 inch diameter dowels to a tolcrence of ± 0.001 inch an~ sub-

sequcntly held in place by machine screws in each corner. 

Patterns in the masks, as viewed through a stereo-zoom m1cro-

scope (Bausch & Lomh), were cut by a razor knife. Final poljshing with 

fine emery paper produced smooth pattern edges. Fine patterns such as 

the sauce-drain gap of a transistor were produced by a coBpositc mask 

usinfl fine wire stretched acToss the gap. Mask patterns for the constru-

ction of thin-film resistors, diodes, and transistors arc as shown in 

Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-6 respectively. 

3.6 FIU.1 DEPOSITION TEC!ll'.JIQUES: 

(a) Cole~: 

Gold films were used for conductors and contacts because of the 

case of soldering the external connections with a low melting-temperature 

metal such as indium. 



l t tcr~t\s to a .. ~tack the rao1ybdcnun at hif?,h tc;~.pcre!turcs.. I·'or sucL Loa.i.s 

time l:imit;1tion of ~1p;n·oxjrnatc1y thirty cvapor:ltions. Th: u:;;0 Gf' <l 

helical tun~~stcn fildmunt w<:~.s invcsti~atcJ os an alternative, but j_-r, 

tl:is latter case it was found that gold did not v:et tungsten and roor 

rc:sul t s \\'ere ~·~en era lly 'obtainccl. 

(b) Si l vcr; 

Silver films were used as hir;h conductivity contacts. :!o}y-

bdenum boats provide an excellent source for the evaporation of silver 

and the life expectancy of the boat is almost unlimited. 

(c) Aluminiur.:: 

Aluminium films were utilized as electrodes and conductors in 

particular fabrications. Alur.:inium may be evaporated fror.: a heated 

helical tungsten filament. 

~ichromc provides a high resistivity metal film suitable for the 

production of thin-film resistors. Nichrome is an alloy which in 

general nas a composition of 80% nickel and 20% chromium. It can be 

evaporated fro~ a heated heavy-tungsten filament. 

(c) Silicon >lonox:ide: 

Silicon monoxide was used as an insulator in tl1in-film transistors 

as studied in this thesis, and also as an overlay on devices as a 

protcctio11 against a~mosphcric contamination. 

The silicon monoxide used was a commercial-grade type, manti-

facturcd in pellet form by Kcmct ( Linde Company, Division of Union 
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Carbi(__;: Co.). Sil~con monox1L!c r::ust be evaporated fro:-;1 a barflc~l ar~d 

p~lrt:jc}cs that may he cmittcc: tend -::o he confined to the interior o:' 

t~Jc boat rather th(ln proceed to the substrate. It v-1as four~c.l thc1 t :1 r~ 

ordcT to ohta:in a pin -hole free filn of silicon monoxjdc it ·.·.'as ncccs-

0; . 1 , 1 • . . s:<ry to cvt:poratc it at a :::ate of l f\ sec 1n:.; ,)CJ.;. 3a;:- cont<.rllnL;~ pure 

-4 oxygen at a pressure o~ 10 torr. rurthcr the substrate tc~pcrature 

for t-'r1c·s(' cv"r·or-~l·or:s \'as h-1 1 -~ l'n°c - - ' u ) iJ. L . ' 'I '\.! U J. L ~;) l1 ., 

(f) Aluminium Oxide: 

Aluminium oxide, like silicon monoxide, was used as an insulator. 

Alu~inium oxide cm:ld be produced on the substrate hy slowly evaporating alu~i-

niur:t from a tungsten filament at a rate of 0.5 R;sec in an oxygen 

atwosphcrc 
. 

- L~ 

at a pressure of 10 ' torr, and at a substrate tcrn?crature of 

In this way aluminium \\'as found to oxidize and produce aE 

insulating :plr:1. 

~leasuremcnts of leakage currents for silicon reonoxidc and 

aluminium oxi2e films for several film thicknesses showed that silicon 

~onoxide has both a lower leakage current and brcakciown voltage than 

ah1miniuD. oxic:e; for example see Figure 3-7. 

(g) Cadmium SulnhiJc: 

Cadmiur:1 sulphide wo.s used as t}:c semiconducting r:~<lteriGl for 

botl: ti1in-filrt1 dioues <1nd tra;:sistors. CdS films were produced by the 

evaporation of an electronic grade CdS powder supplied by RCA. 

(Electronic Components and Device Division) The powder was placc2 in an 

alumina crucible and l1eated from above by a tungsten filament. This 
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( .. r ·'· 

the source tcrnpcr.:tturc .. 

Unfortunately CdS tends to 

for cvapor::tion. l'.ccause of th1s, the dcpos:itc<l film i:; often nor:-

stoichiometric due to an excess uf' cadmium. It l·l::s founc: tl:.::n:. n:ar:y o: 

the hulL properties of cadrniu;;: sulrhit!c could be rcstorcc~ :n tLc 

evaporated films if smitll amounts of free sulphur were added to tLc C:JS 

source material. The amount used was one part sulphur to 30 parts CdS 

by weight. Tlte substrate must be held at 200°C in order to prevent an 

excess of cadmium in the deposited layer 21 . Under these conditions the 

resistivities of deposited films can be as high a~ 
4 

10 1::-CI:i. FilY'lS of 

this type are l1ighly photoconductive and have the typical ycllo~-or&nge 

colour of bulk CdS. In experiments conducted with substrate te2~eratures 

of 20°C it was observed that excess cadmium would result in low film 

resistivities. 

The following table gives a summary of some of the evaporation 

parameters for the various materials considered above. 

1,1:\ TF.R I AL USE SOUPCF TE- !P. r)rq:C'c 
!_ • \. ~" .. ,} ~) .. __ , ____ 

gold contacts Mo ])oat 1220°( 
! -6 

10 torr 
silver cont;:;.cts ~·~0 l!oat (lt:Q " ro- 6 11 

-1 .J (..> 
i 

alurainium conductors 1,\f filament 1085 II 1o-6 " I 

nichron:c resistors w filament 1260 " }(j-6 ll 
! 
I 

silicon monoxide insulator 1'-!o baffle box 1250 " lo-4 " 
I 

I O?i 
a 1 urniurn . I insulator \V filament 1280 " lo-4 " o~l OXll,C 

' ~J 

cadr:1iur:1 sulphide semiconductor crucible 8L1 () II ! 10-G " l \ 

l 

TABLE 3-1: SUMMARY or MATERIALS 



3. 7 Pl\LP:\fU\TlO~: OF DLVTC:f};: 

l.:1) Thin- F i 1m P c s i s to :r s : 

Evapor:~tcd fi11~}S of nic11romc can be usc(] as staLlc tLin-F:i lr1·: 

:resistors. In the f:tbricat jon such resistors, ~~o! d or s·ilvcJ"' contacts 

wcr·e first deposjtcJ on tLc substrate to f<1cilitatc cxtcr:nal cc>~ir:cct.:ions 

cnJ provide contact pads for resistance mor1itorin~ purposes. These 

films 1verc deposited to a tl;icl:ncss of 600-1000 ~. i'<cxt, tr:c substrate 

t~npcraturc was raised to 300°C before the deposition of nichrome co~-

menced. 1~e mask dimensions, as shown in Figure 3-4, were such that 

no~inal resistance values of 1 Kn and 10 Kn would he obtained if the 

evanoration was terminated when the monitor resistance reached 550 n. 

This ~orresponded to a film thickness of approximately 400 2. Finally, 

an overlay of 2000 2 of silicon monoxide was deposited to protect the 

film from atmospheric exposure. The final unit is as shown in Figure 

3-8 (b). 

The su1Jst:rate temperature of 300°C, as inuica teJ. above, \·las 

required to prevent resistance changes that might result from structural 

re-ordering of the filrn 21 . Post-evaporation annealing in air for 12 

0 hrs. at 100 C was also found to be necessary for effective stabilization 

of resistance values. 

(b) Thin-Film Diodes: 

The J.iode structure as ~sed, consisted of a metal-semiconductor-

metal sandwich. Sucl1 a complete four-diode structure is as shown in 

Figure 3-S(c). 1he substrate temperature was first raised to 200°C, 

after which the lower aluminium and gold electrodes were deposited through 

their respective masks, as shown in Figure 3-5, to a thickness of GOO R 
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in a pressure 
-6 . 

of 10 torr. The _0.ol<.l r!:zJsk also provided ti1e cun·t:;,c'.:.s 

for the rcsistance monitor described previously. Loth metals \·:ere 

1 • ' • t .. • l :. () (,)/ ccposltec; a-: a ra~c or G.pproxJmate y _ i\ sec. 

of evaporatj ons, the temperature of the cadmium sul phitle-su 1 p]:ur source 

was raisetl very slowly. A sourcc-out~as time of anproximatcly 45 

nu.nutcs \·ias required if tLe rJcll jar pressure 1·m s to be held 1;e lo·.-.· Hl -'
1 

torr. This slow heating was also required to stop violent eruptions of 

4 \) 

the source materinl ill tl:e boat. The cadmium sulphide was dcposite~ to 

R o -s a thickness of 15,000 ·'at a ra·ce of 8 ;\/sec. and at a pressure o:-' 10 

·torr. The resistance of the monitor track was noted throughout the 

deposition. While the monitor resistance could not he related directly 

to the diode resistance it gave a good indication of whether the device 

h'ould or would not i·:orL \vhen finally rcrwvcc from the vacuum chor;ber. 

A final monitor resistance ~ or approxiDatcly 5 HQ usually indicated the 

fabrication of a good diode. 

TliC substrate was t}len cool cd to room tempera turc before the 

upper electrodes were applied. It was usually necessary to leave the 

vacuum system for several hours to allow the substrate te:-nperature to 

drop to this value. The upper electrodes of aluminium and gold were 

then deposited following the same proccdutc as outlined for the lower 

electrodes, except that t!1e substrate temperature was set at 20°C ir. 

this instance. 

(c) Thin-f-ilm Transistors: 

The staggered-electrode structure shown i11 f-igure 2-4(b) was 

used for the construction of thin-film transistors. Three transistors 

were deposited on a single substrate at the same time.as illustrated in 
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Figure 3-S(a). 

The gate electrode of aluminium was deposited first to a 

0 -6 thickness of 500 A at a pressure of 10 torr. Silicon monoxide of 

500 R film thickness was used as the insulator in preference to 

aluminium oxide because of the greater ease of deposition of the former. 

Experiments with films of silicon monoxide and aluminium oxide have 

shown that the films are comparable with regard to leakage current and break-

down n voltage, but more care must be taken with aluminium oxide to 

prevent the occurrence of inclusions of aluminium metal. 

Modulation of the semiconductor channel was observed in such'devices 

regardless of whether or not the CdS evaporant contained a free sulphur 

additive. The CdS was deposited in exactly the same manner as that used 

for the diode. That is,· at a rate of 8 R/sec and with a pressure and 

substrate temperature of 10-S torr. and 200°C, respectively. A CdS 

film thickness of 500 R was employed in the device construction. 

The substrate was allowed to cool to a temperature of less than 

100°C before the source-drain electrodes were deposite~. Experiments 

with diodes have shown that aluminium deposited on cadmium sulphide in 

this manner will give an ohmic contact. The aluminium electrodes thus 

employed were deposited in a vacuum of 10-6 torr. to a thickness of 

5oo R. 
In the next stage, gold films of 600 R thickness were deposited 

as contacts on top of the aluminium electrodes, to facilitate the 

soldering of external connections with indium. Finally, an overlay of 

1000 R of silicon monoxide was deposited on all but the contacts, to 

protect the structure from atmospheric contamination. 



In this section we arc conccrne~ with studies of thin-film 

nichrome resistors, which were constructed as outlined in Section 3.7(aj. 

As will be discussed, such studies have embraced the effects o& anncalin~ 

and film com~osition, on resistance values. 1be te~pcrature coefficient 

of ~csistancc was evaluated for th~ce resistors of diffcrin~ resistance. 

First let us consider the effects of annealing on resistance 

stability. During evaporation, if the substrate temperature was held at 

-0"°C ' "f ' . 1" c 1 j_u ana 1 _ no suosequcnt post-evaporat1on annea 1ng was perLormeG on 

the sample, a nominal 550 Q resistor was found to increase in resistance 

by as much as 0.5% over a three-week period. If, ho\\'ever, the sample 

0 was annealed in air at a temperature of 100 C for a period of 12 hours, 

the resultant resistance was found to be very stable with time. Various 

annealed samples exhillited a random resistance change of not more than 

0.09% over a period of 10 months. 1bis slight change in resistance could 

be attributed to changes in ambicnt'conditions at the times of 

measurement. 

Next, let us note the effects on resistance thnt may arise as a 

result of alloy composition. Typically, the sheet resistance of the 

samples was found to be 50 0./squarc for nichrome films ·whose tl:ic1,ncsses 

42 
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\\'ere in the order of 400 R. This observed sheet resistance 

than would he expected in films v;hich had bulL nichrome cor:lpc:;itiGr.. 

This could indicotc that such films were rich jn chromium contcnt:c 1 • 

Th:i ~.; is reason;:ble, since chromium has the lower cvaporatin1~ temperature 

of the nichrome alloy system. 

f-inally, the tcn;pcraturc coefficient of resistance was evaluated 

for three thin-film nichrome resistors. Such evaluations were made by. 

measuring the resistance as a function of temperature over the range 

-180°C to +150°C with the aid of a Delta Design temperature chamber 

(Mo2e1 2300). Resistance measurements were made witl1 a resistance bridge 

(Rubicon Instruments 1·iodel r~o. 1071) at every l0°C for both ascencing ar..d 

descending temperatures. A11 
~.I.. three samples showed a nearly-linear 

variation of resistance with temperatures over this temperature range. 

The results of such evaluations arc given in Table 4-1 below. 

T.C .R. 

543.75 [I 0.0127% per °C 

1002.5 Tl 

1·1. 350 [I 0. 0099~,, ,, " 

TABLE iJ -1: n:r,lPE!{ATURE COEFFICIE:\T or RESIST.A.~;CE 

These temperature coefficients for nichrome arc consistent v.~ith 

those values founJ by other workers 21 

4.2 TllT>:-r:IU-1 DIOIJFS: 

(a) For~~tion of Rectifying Barriers: 

Ar;proximately 100 thin-film diodes were made prior to t!:e attair..-

ment of those with acceptable I-V characteristics. Final devices 
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exhibited a forward to back resistance ratio of 105 • 

Typical I-V curves for four such diodes, as fabricated on the 

same substrate, arc as shown in Figure 4-1. These diodes were constructed 

as outlined in Section 3-7(b), with free sulphur being added to the 

cadmium sulphide source. Four devices were used so that it was possible 

to have diodes with all combinations of the electrode materials, 

aluminium and gold, on the same substrate. This ensured identical 

semiconducting material as the CdS was deposited under the same conditions 

for each device. This allowed the study of the effect of different 

metals on the same type of semiconducting material. The diodes formed 

in this manner had the following structures; A~-CdS-A~, Au-CdS-At, 

.Au-CdS-Au, and Al-CdS-Au, where the first listed metal represents the 

· lower electrode and the second metal the upper electrode. 

The diode I-V curves were measured using the two closest terminals to eac 

junctio~Before measurements were made therefore, one of the connections 

between the four diodes was broken to isolate each device. The resistance 

of the thin-film connections to the junction, (approximate~y 10 n), was 

neglected in comparison with the forward resistance of the best diode 

which was approximately 100 n. The characteristics of the devices were 

traced by applying to the diode a 60 c/s sine wave from a General Radio 

audio oscillator (Type 1311A) in series with a 1 Kn resistor. The 

voltage waveform obtained from the diode was applied to the x-axis of 

the oscilloscope and the current waveform taken from the voltage drop 

across the resistor was applied to the y-axis. The oscilloscope used 

was a Hewlett Packard 140A equipped with a type 1420A time base and a 

type 1420A dual-trace amplifier. The resulting I-V curves were recorded 
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on an oscilloscope c<:\r.1cra, l!c1·ilctt P0cLarcl ~-1odcl 197;\. i\] 1 r:;e:a:-;u:cc~:-:cnts 

1<1crc m~:dc wjth tLc d.iodcs cont:1:incd in a light-proof box. 

In ~111 cases the diodes bccon:e fon::1rcl lJ:i;:Jscd when the lo·::cr·, 

or fjrst dcpo~;ltcd, electrode \\1as m;u.lc positive hrith rc:;pC;ct to tLc 

u;1per electrode. The diodes with lower electrodes of alur.:in:ium, 

Figure 4-l(a) and (d), had similar I-V characteristics for which t~c 

knee of the curves occurred at approximately l.4V. The other two diodes 

wit!'. a common golcl lower electrode also had similar I-V chcractcristics, 

Figure 4-l(b) and (c). In this· latter case the current rose at approxi

mately 1.8 volts. No similarity was noted between Figure 4-l(a) and (b) 

which had a common aluminium upper electrode, or Figure 4-l(c) and (cl) 

which hacl a common golcl upper electrode. This would indicate that the 

rectifying barrier is formed beh1een the lower electrode and the ser;.i

conductor. Since a positive lower electrode was required for forward

bias behaviour it was concluded that the semiconductor was of an n-type 

nature. This is consistent with data of other workers 14 who have found 

CdS to ah•ays be n-type. Further, ancl for the diodes studied, we 

observed that a gold electrode caused a larger rectifying barrier than 

did an aluminium one. This is reasonable since the work function of 

golJ is higher than that of aluminium. 

The rectifying properties of the metal-semiconductor contact can 

be seen to be only partially dependent on the metal used. If the barriers 

were solely dctcrminccl by the work function of the metal and seniconductor 

the four diodes would not all be forward IJiased with the lower electrode 

positive. The introduction of acceptor-like surface states, at energies 

below the Fermi level of the semiconductor at the lower surface, would 



foJ';:;e:d by surf:1cc states. Since CdS dissociates J.;pon CV<lilOY;lt5on, t~:crc 

:H'C nar.y possible causes of a hi?h density of sucl1 states. The ;·;o;;t 

likely i:; an cxcc~.s of sulphur caused by the cv;lpor;:tion of ~;11lpl:ur fro;.l 

t h c C d S p 1 us f' r c c s u l p li u r 1;·1 i x t u r c . 

It was found that an ohn1ic contact was forn:e<.! at tLc ur~cr scr:1i-

conJuctor-mctal juncti6n. This contact may be formed by using a metal 

with a lower work function than CdS, or causing the surface of the 

semiconductor to be a heavily doped n-typc one. Again, both DcchanisDs 

arc probably working in conjunction witl1 each other to nroducc the 

contact. Alu!:!inium, wi tl: the lower work function, shot:ld l'::ar:e , . 
OI:.ITllC 

contact with CdS. On the ether hand, a heavily doped n-type surface may 

be necessary for gold. The n+ surface could easily be produced at t~e 

end of the evaporation, as any excess sulphur wot1ld he driven off from 

the source in the early stages of evaporation and the final layers of 

the film would bcconc cadmium rich. 

The formation of rectifying barriers in thin-film diode 

structures docs not depend solely on work-function considerations, ht:t 

also on deposition parameters of the semiconductor. Other diodes were 

constructed in which no sulphur was added to the CdS source, hut other-

wise the techniques for evaporation were exactly the sa~e. In this case 

the knee of the I-V curves occt:rs at approximately 0.2 volts fon:arJ hias. 

T!:c maximum reverse vol t:::gc of such a diode is about 2 volts as comp;;.red 

to the 8-10 volts that results wl:en free sulphur is added. A lm~er for-

ward voltage indicates a lower barrier height, which is consistent with 

the lack of excess sulphur in the film. ~ 
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(b) Cnnac j tnncc :.~~casurcmcnts: 
--..!-·---~---------·------·--· 

'f.hc c;t;J:Jcitancc ~cross a particuJz~r i\9~-CdS-/\u diot!c h'<lS rne~lSUTC:tl 

as a function of applied vol Ll.c;c for !Jotl: fon.rar<.! and rcvcr~;c:~ 1Jia:;. TLc 

J:Jcasl<Tcclcnts \vcrc made on a capaciLmcc and conductance bridge. 'l'l:l::. 

llriligc mc<<surcs the rnagnitude of the in-phase or out-of-philc;e co;:moncnt 

of a sine wave that is superimposed on the DC bias across the diode. 

The output of a phase sensitive detector is fed directly to an X-Y 

recorder, allowing a continuous plot of capacitance or conductance versus 

applied voltage to be obtained. For tte particular ~easurcmcnts made, 

the modulating signal employed was 10 millivolts at a frequency of 

l Kc/s with a DC bias which could l1c varied from +1 volt to -1 volts. 

The results arc shown in F~gure 4-2(a). 

The theory of a Schottky barrier predicts t~at the canacitancc 

across the barrier varies inversely as the square root of voltage. 

lienee, if a Schottky barrier exists, a plot of l/C 2 versus applied 

voltage should be a straight line for reverse bias as shown in Figure 

4-2(b). Extrapolating this line to the voltage axis gives the value of 

the diffusion potential VD. Fror:1 a knowledge of tl~e slope of this l/C
2 

plot, the donor concentration 1'\d can be evaltwtcd wi t!t recourse to 

equation (2-8). For the particular A£-CdS-Au diode under consideration 

2 the area of the junction was 0.67 m;n . Purther, the permittivity of 

-10 ' 10 was taken to he 10 f jm'+' . This gives a donor-concentration 

17 3 value of 6 x 10 /em . The thickness of the depletion layer can also be 

evaluated from the above information using equation (2-S.). The thick:--.ess 

of the depletion layer was evaluated as being 230R at equilibrium. 
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Point by po.i.r1t n:ca:;urc:ncnts of the I-V curves v;crc r;:;:dc t;:;~ r;;~ 

t\'.'O llC vacuui~l-tUllc voltmeters (i:cv.rlett Pacl;arcl ilodcl LJ.l2!\). A i:arri.~,;on 

for ·::he rcaJ.i.ngs to stabilize. 

If the do.:1inant mechanism 1 imi ting the forwarc current of a 

diode is that of the:cmal diffusion over a b:1rrier, then tl:c currcr.t 

should b::ve an exponcn-cial dependence on voltage. The basic equation 

governinr; tl;is mech:misrr, is as given in (2-1). \l.'hcTl app1iec; to a 

given diode, however, the above rr.ust be modified to the foll01dng form, 

namely, 

where n = canst .... (4-1) 

For forward voltages such that V >> nkT/q, a plot of log J versus V will 

be linear if equation (4-1) is obeyed. This is as shown in Figure 4-3 

fo:- an /1.9"-CdS-Au diode. The extrapolated intercept of this straight 

line upon the ordinate provides a measure of J , where the v2luc of the 
0 

saturation current J
0 

is given by cqu::ttion (2-2). If the effective muss 

of an electron in CdS is known, then tl1e difference between the work 

function of the metal, and the electron affinity of the semiconductor 

at the surface can be calculated. (For CdS, at room temperature, the 

nass ratio has been established as m*;m = 0.27 14 ). This yields a 

barrier height of 0.7 volts, for the particular i\Q,-CdS-l\u diode discussed 

in Section 4-2(b). It should be pointed out, however, th::t this met.hoJ 

is not a very accurate one. 
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for single crystal CclS d:iodcs 1
t. 

~o current saturation was observed in the reverse bias direction 

for the t1dn-fill:• diodes studied; rather the current incrcascG gradually 

\·Ji th increasing voltage until breakdown was reached. /\ccorcl:inp: to 

. '" 7) equatlon ~.::.- , relating current and voltage in t~e reverse dircctioG a 

!:i linear rclationshi~ should be obtained between log J and (V + Vr,) for 
Ll 

! v] >> kT/q if a Schottky barrier is present, an~ the lowering o~ the 

barrier height is due to image forces6. A plot of tl1c reverse characteri-

sties of the diode discussed in the previous Section 4-2 (f:.) ar:d (·:) 

is as shown in Figure 4-4. The resultant straight-line characteristic 

for applied voltages greater tl:an V = 0.25 volts is a clear indication 

th~t equation (2-7) is followed, and that a Schottky barrier docs exist 

nt the metal-semiconductor interface. 

jljeasurcments of I-V curves were also made at 77°K, although o:-"tly 

limited results were obtained. The low temperatures wer·e att;lir;eC: by 

inserting tl;c thode into a dewar of lifjuid nitrogen. Unfortunately, due 

to the different coefficient~ of thermal expansion of the metals and the 

glass sullstratc, the upper electrode almost always cracked completely 

across the film at the point where it passed over the cadmium sul~hidc. 
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Corr:parin~~ results for an J\9 ... -CdS-/\2 .. diode at rooF: tcr::r;~:r;_·:tt:re: 

! . t' '') '') :qua ·1on \--.:. sho1·:s th<:t the tcnpcratu1·e c:epcnrJcr;cc of tl".c 

satura"'cion 
I 

current is· 1;ovcrnecl by the rcla tionsU.p T~ 

the exponential term Jonimatcs. y) is not particularly sensitive to 

te~perature change, being determined by the posit1on of the Fermi level 

and tl:e work functions of the r::atcrials ir:volved. Therefore, as tiw 

temperature decreases, the saturation current· will also decrease. 

Because of the lower value of saturation current, the forward knee of 

the curve v:ould occur at higher voltages, since a larger forh·ard 

vol ta;;e v;ould be rcquirecl for tl:e sar;:e current flov:. 

(f) Snace-Charge Limited Currents: 

At lower applied voltages the I-V curves indicate that the 

S4 

current may be limited by thermal diffusion over the barrier. At larger 

applied voltages, however, the Schottky barrier disappears and the current 

becomes space-charge limited. 

In order to achieve space-charge limited currents, tl1e applied 

forward voltage must be rather ltigh. The heating effects produced by 

the large currents necessitate the usc of pulse mc::~suremcnts to prevent 

device burnout. Applied voltage pulses with widths of 5 ~sec were used 

in order to give inherent transients time to die out. ~lcasurcmcnts made 

on a Au-CdS-Al diode were plotted on log-log co-ordinates as shown in 

Figure 4-5. Unfortunately the square-law characteristic, as ~r0dicted 
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above the tra~-filled limit by equation (2-3), is not observe~ exactly. 

rrhc slope of this li;·1c is c.1cscr to a cubic fit, rather t}:ar: ~0 a 

squ;n·c Lnv. Lampcrt 7 shOh'S that the current varies z,s the cube of 

applied volta~c if double injection exists. Tl1is docs not scun possible 

witl1 caJmium sulphide, however, since p-t;pc conductivity has never been 

obsc:rvcd. 

Point by point DC measurements on many other diodes as cxami;-,cJ 

l1ere, have shown straight-line characteristics over a limited ran~c w~cn 

plotted as log I versus log V. At lower applied voltagcs,currcnt 

3 8 dcpendqnce on vcltage varied from V to V depending on th~ device. 

Above the trap-filled limit, however, the square-law response was 

observed. Typical results arc as shown in Figure 4-6 for a Au-CdS-AZ 

diode. Results of this type are characteristic of devices operating 

in a region where the Fermi level is coincident with the tra?ping level. 

Consider the case of a one-carrier space-charge limited system 

with trapping levels slightly above the Fermi level. As electrons are 

injected, the Fermi level r:;ovcs up energy-wise and the traps become filled. 

The loss of charge carriers to the traps reduces the current signifi-

cantly from that expected from a square law dependence. When the traps 

are filled, however, the current will rise rapidly as there is no longer 

any loss of carriers. Just how fast the current indeed rises with 

voltage should be determined to a great extent by the distribution of 

these trapping energy levels. ~hen the traps are filled, the current 

becomes dependent on the square of the voltage as indicated in equation 

(2-3). 
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Capacitance, current-voltage. and t~~perature me~surcmcnts, as 

\ 

b~•rrivr is formed as the: lower mctal-scn:.iconductor contact. Tl:c c;·.f~~·;.:y 

band diai:ram as given in Figure 4-7 sl1ows the results of the calculz;tio~.s 

made on a particular J\9,-CciS-i\u diode. 
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FIGURE 4-7: ENERGY BAND DIAGR~I AS EVALUATED FOR AX 

ALU~!INIU>1-CAD?.JIU~1 SULPHIDE CONTACT 

The above results are in reasonable agreement with those 

obtained by other invcstiga torslt' 10 • In this respect, for high 

resistivity single crystal CdS, the Fermi level is located at energies 

of 0.3 - 0.5 cv below the conduction band 4 , while for t~in-film CdS the 

quoted energy value is in the range 0.4 - 0.5 cv 10 . 1bcsc positions of 

, r· . 1 1 . 1 o 1 5 . o 13 , . 1 . 3 tnc · erm1 eve correspond to to 1 morn e carr1crs per em . 

Resistance measurc.:cnts on thin CdS films of 6000 R thickness 

have shown the concentration of mobile carriers to be in the order of 

This concentration is low as compared to the donor con-

centration, and thus indicates a high density of traps. This is to be 

expected in a vacuum-deposited polycrystalli~e film. 



4.3 T!ii::-FTL:: TP/\NS1STOJlS: 

Tlic general outbnc g:iven in Section 3-7(c) vta:-; followed h1 the.: 

[;Jbricntion of thjn-film tr<1nsistors usinr; cadmium sulphh:c. Tl:c fl:rst 

,:cv:iccs failed to opc;atc for m;my reasons, the most prcdmninant Lci.1w 

poor :insulation 1Jetwecn the semiconductor and the ;;ate. Extcn:c:ivc ;;or}: 

on aluuinium oxide and silicon i::onoxicle showed that the ];est insul::d.in;~ 

films were obtained. when the oxide was deposited very slowly. A 500 R 
film of silicon monoxide was found to have a leakage current of less 

than 0.01 ~a at tl1e operating voltages required for a transistor. 

The existence of a shunt conductance between the source and 

drain was also noted in early devices. In these cases the deposited 

semiconductor was too thick and any possible modulation was s~amped by 

the effect of the bulk conductance of the semiconductor. A semiconductor 

thickness of 500 R appeared to be optimum in devices fabricated in this 

r:1anner. 

The characteristic curves for the transistors were measured 

with the same general equipment as used for the diodes. A germanium 

diode 1N34/\ was placed in the driving-oscillator circuit so that only 

the positive half of the characteristic was observed. A l KQ resistor 

was again used to obtain the current waveform for the drain current. 

The g<ltc bias l'.'as suppl icd by a llarrison Laboratories DC po1'1cr supply 

U•1odcl 6200A) using two !Iewlett Packard DC vacuum tube voltmeters (412A) 

to me:1sure gate current and voltage. r1ultiple exposures of tl;c oscil-

loscopc traces were made to obtain a family of curves for the device 

characteristics. 
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Characteristic cuTvcs for operating devices arc as sho\m 1:i 

Fip,lll'e 4-6(a) and (b). The scconcl figure is typicil of dc.:viccs tLat 

failed to s~1turate. Failure to :;;,turatc would indicate that t:;c c::ar:nd 

c;1nnot be pinched-off, at least hy any reasonable appljcd volta;;c. Thi:; 

m:1y be Gtusc(1 by tLe insulator Leing too thicL, the sourcc-cira:in spacir::.:. 

too s:.iall, or an unmodulatcd par:dlcl conductanc\..: path Lcn:ee:: the 

source and drain. l~e best operating characteristics were obtained with 

devices having a very-thin insulating layer. The transistor illL:stratcd 

in Figure 4-8(a) had an oxide thick.ness of 240 R. The hysteresis at the 

knee of the curve is a function of the device and not the r.1casurir.;::; 

circuit. The size of the loop di~ not depend on the sweep frequency 

used but was probably associated with trapping levels in the semiconductor. 

The validity of the field-effect model can easily be checked by 

fitting the characteristic curves (1-igure 4-S(a)), of an opcratir.g 

transistor to equations (2-17) and (2-18). Since the drift r.1obility 

for this particular sample is not known, it must be dcten:lincd fror.t the 

saturation characteristics with recourse to equation (2-18). Fro~ a 

knowledge of the draih current, it is possible to calculate carrier 

mobility for a given gate voltage and given transistor dir.1cnsions. rr' . , rns 

evaluation further requires a knowledge of the insulator relative 

permittivity, which for silicon monoxide evaporated under the specified 

conditions is 2.4 23 • In this particular transistor the cll<mnel was 60 

r.1icro ns l m1g and 2. 4 mm wide whi 1 e the oxide thickness w:1s 240 ;<. The 

average drift mobility calc0lated for all values of gate voltage was 

"? 
found to be 25 cm-/V-sec -- which compares favourably with results of 

other workers 10 • This value of mobility was substituted back into 
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ccp .. 1;:~tion (2-17) to ,r;encratc the ti:corctical clwr~ctcristic curves for 

theoretical <ii1d CXjlerimental curves shows th:lt the ficld-cff:cct ;;:oc:el 

i'i ts tllc~;c p:1rticul ar devices. 

The transconductance of the ar10vc device was found to !le r;:;o ~· 

mhos, v<1lile the dynamic output resist~mcc clcrivcJ from the slvpc of tl:c 

satur<.ttion position of· the curve was 125 K.\1. TLe product of these t;.:o. 

quanti tics gives an ;:;s;llification factor of 56.5. Devices were built 

with transconductances of up to 3,000 p mhos, but unfortunately these 

units did not exhillit good saturation characteristics. The input 

resistance of all devices under operating conditions was greater than 

10 r,gz. The value of shunt capacitance will of course depend on the 

insulator thickness of the particular device. A shunt capacitance of 

400 pf was found to be characteristic of a transistor incorporating an 

insulator of 240 R thickness. The input capacitance can be reduced, of 

course, by increasing the thickness of the oxide, but this also decreases 

the transconductance of the device. 

Device performance may best be improvccl by changing the 

dimensions of the structure. The inpUt capacitance can be reduced by 

decreasing the size of the gate electrocle. Ideally, the gate electrode 

should have the same dimensions as that of the source-drain gap. This 

would reduce the input capacitance while still maintaining modulation of 

the full channel length. Experimental units were 1"abricated \\'i th 

source-drain gaps of 60 and 15 microns. Because of the difficulty in 

li11i~g up the different masks, however, it was necessary to make the 

gate electrode 150 microns wide. This extra overlap drastically 
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incrc;,scd the ir:put capacitance ];cyond the nurn:num required valt.:c. 

Whil(: a decrease Jn the sourcc-dra.i n ~~ap dimensions would result in 

incrca~;cd transconductance, it is to be noted tk: t if the sp;;cin;; Js 

too Sl\1;.111 there w:ill he insufficient electrostatic s}Jield:in;~ of t1H: ?ap 

region ~md no channel wi11 be formed. 

Some transistors w::ich Here tested frequently over a pc;~i_oc.! of 

two ffiOnths exhibited little change in device characteristics. Others, 

however, whicl1 exhibited initially good characteristics were found to 

fail after a few days. Examination of the latter devices after failure 

showed a pitting -in the insulator which would indicate breakdown of the 

insulator due to excessive gate voltages. The electric field across such 
,. 

an oxide layer under operating conditions is approximately 10° V/cn,. 

which is close to the breakdown field for most insulators. Internal 

breakdown of the semiconductor channel was also noted for drain voltages 

above pinch-off values. This semiconductor breakdown was demonstrated 

by a sudden increase in drain current, unaccompanied by any increase in 

gate voltage or current. 

4. 4 Tl!IN-FIU1 T!U\~:SISTOf~ i\PPLICATIO!\S: 

Thin-film transistors were used as amplifiers to test the 

capabilities of the device in circuit performance. An amplifier, as 

shown in Figure 4-10, was constructed from conventional carbon resistors 

having 10% tolerance on resistance values. 
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The gate biasing was supplied by the series combination of a 

1 Mn and a 100 Kn resistor. The measured gate voltage was 2.5 volts 

with a drain voltage of 8 volts and a drain current of 0.55 ma at t~e 

operating point. The maximum voltage gain derived from this "'! ~ ro • ampllTlCT 

was 4, using a transistor having a transconductance of 300 u mhos and 

a dynamic output resistance of 25 Kn. 

For a fixed supply voltage the voltage gain of such an amplifier 

would increase as the load resistor RL was increased if o was constant. 6 fn 

In thin-film. transistors, however, the transconductance varies as the 

square root of drain current, so th~t a decrease of r0 results in a 

decrease of gain. The optimum value of RL tor this particular circuit 

was 40 Kn. The measured gain for a 1 Kc/s sine wave was 4. The 

theoretical gain using the values of Q and r taken from the characteri--m p 

stic curves was 4.6. Very little distortion was seen in the output 

waveform even with an output of 4 volts p-p. 



C:ll:\!''lT.P. V 

A study of the fabrication techniques and electrical churacteri-

sties was carried out on thin-film resistors, diodes, and transistors. 

All devices \vcrc vapour deposited through metal r.,as}:s. 

Stable tl1in-film resistors were produced using nichroffic as the 

resistor material. An average value of the ter::perature coc::'f:icicnt of 

resistance of 0.012% per °C was measured for resistors over a range of 

SSG n to 14 KO. By using a resistance monitor, the sheet resistance of 

a film could be controlled accurately, with the values of individual 

resistors heing determined by the geometry of the mask. 1bis system 

gives high tolerance on resistance values - allowing the production of 

high quality resistors for thin-film integrated circuits. 

An investigation of a metal-semiconductor-metal sandwich has 

shown excellent diode characteristics having a ratio of reverse. to for-

\·.rarJ rcsist:.1nce . ~ 5 1n excess or 10 . In all cases the lower, or first 

deposited, metal-semiconductor surface formed the rectifying harrier. 

\\'hi lc the work junction of the metal electrode docs determine the barrier 

height to some extent, t}:e actual formation of a barrier could be attri-

butcd to the presence of surface states in the CdS film. In the forward 

bias direction the lower electrode was positive with respect to tl:c 

upper electrode. The upper, ohmic, contact was formed either by using a 
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ilc;tvily doped n-region to r1e formed at the: upner surf~1cc of tLc ::.cr::i-

co:~Juctol·. These results sJ,ow that diode act:ion depcnJs cri~icalJy o;; 

the cv<~poration of C:JS. 

Mc~surcrcnts of capacitance, forward and reverse !JiDs T-V curves, 

ar:d tcrnpcra·:.urc dcy;cr~dcncc all indicate that :-~ Schottky ba:-ricr '.·/as 

formed at the lower metal-scriconductor contact. The forward current 

was controlled either by thermal diffusion over the harrier or by space-

ch<uge limitations. /\t lower forward voltages, thev1al diffusic:~, is tiic 

dominant conduction mcchanisrn.As the bias is increased, the current 

becomes space-charge limited. fxpcrimcntally, space-charge li~ited 

currents were observed in CdS films which had a high resistivity. 

Although the diode characteristics were acceptable for circuit 

performance, fabrication difficulties ~o not yet allow predictable 

results to be obtai.ned. 

'i'hin-filJ;1 transistors •~Jere constructed using a staggered 

electrode structure. The llcst operating characteristics were obtained 

' 1 • • • ' l J , 1 h . ' .. , 1 ]. , r r· () () \·men t,le s1l1con r::onox10C anc ca r.num su p tlelC tl~ms v;erc ,)Otn :o\J. :\ 

thick. The ?1ighest transconductance observetl \vas 3000 11 r.1l:os al tLou~;h 

devices with the best saturation characteristics had a transconuc~c:ance 

of only 450 ~mhos. All such transistors operated in the enhanc0~cnt 

r.:odc. This mode of operation is best suited for integrated circuit 

ccsign since multiple stages can be DC coupled. The simple ar;:plifier 

constructed shows the feasibility of using sucl1 devices in practical 

circuits. 

The drawback to the usc of thin-film transistors at the present 
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insul;::tor, hmvever, appears to play an ir;:portant role in device pcrfvr-

r:1ancc. 

One problem with the experimental system was the nask a~i?n~cnt. 

"r:-~c EJwards vncuurr:-coating tlnit c1:~ployeJ is designed to have a f.":J.s}c 

alig1u~ent of ± 0.001 inch. T~is tolerance is too large for the exact 

positioning of the source-drain electrodes. With the suggested intra-

duction of additional alignment pins it should he possible to imnrove 

this tole~ance limitation by a factor of 10. 

~fore fundamental \·:ork must be c:onc on the vacuur:: clcpos: tion of 

insulators and semiconductors before reliahle thin-film devices can he 

pro:uced. In order to determine more about the semiconductor it ~011lci 

be c.dvisablc to do conductivity mcasurcnents ar;d iiall mobility l::cctsurc-

ments on films deposited at the same time as a transistor and on the same 

substrate. 
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